IN THE
With electricity 'in ·your farmyard you have at your hand an untiring
servant available at any and every hour of every day.
As you become more and more accustomed to its capabilities you
will begin to understand why the most frequent comment of our
farmer-consumers is: •· We don 't know ho~ · we ever did without it."
It is a veritable POWER FOR PROFIT. since it works for you at a
fraction of the cost of manual labour or any other form of power.
You need not lose a single second of the precious daylight during
,which you want to work in ,your fields, -when power and light are
awaiting you on your return home .
No one buys an agricultural implement they don 't want to use. Wh}
do so with electricity ? When you pay your Fixed Charge and your
wiring costs you are paying for having the service of electricity avail able for all purposes . Every unit you use i simpl y utilising vour
investment to the best advantage .
With the gradual plan · for electrification of your farmyard each
appliance will in turn make a profit which will help in purchasing the
-next. The · following pages will suggest uses to you while giving you
the units consumed in each process .
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HOME

Some people may _think of electricity in the home as a luxury to
provide comfort in various ways. This is to some extent true, but
no housewife will need much propaganda to convince her that its
labour-saving value in the domestic sphere is unchallengeable.
She
will not require much convincing to realise that there is a considerable
financial saving in using electrical methods, and that labour-saving,
economy, and comfort have the art of combining in many ways. A
piped water supply in her home is only one such example.

·u

may, ·however need a little more consideration to realise that there
is another money value in domestic electricity. The time saved can
be profitably used. For example, more attention can be paid to
poultry; more time can be spent in the dairy, either of these
activities can be increased, and with electricity in the yard the toil
and labour associated with them can be reduced instead of being
increased. Without any additional help from the men-folk, the
money from such sources can become a regular seasonal income, and
the extra cash can be utilised for additional labour-saving appliances,
or for expanding to even more profitable production.
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GENERAL FARMYARD

USES

ELECTRIC MOTOR :
Why tum the handles on your farm implements when an
electric motor can do it faster, more efficiently, and
much cheaper . A 1 h.p. motor running fully loaded for
one hour uses only one unit.

ROOT PULPER :
Here is an example of the labour saving use of the
electric motor - a child can manage all your root pulping.
You can slice 2 tons of roots for one unit.

CRAIN

CRINDER :

Save the cost of milling and save the time lost in carting
your grain to a mill. Your own fresh ground meal
has, in addition, higher feeding value. you can grind
from S stone up to 2 cwt., depending on fineness. fo11one
unit

OAT ROLLINC:
Good feeding pays dividends with all animals. Electricity
gives you the power to provide good feeding. Your oat
roller, for example , can be driven by the portable electric
motor. It will give you 10 stone of crushed oats for one
unit.

SHEEP SHEARINC:
Sheep shearing is another example of how electric power
can save you time and money. By motorising your
existing shearer, or by p~t.hasing an electric shearing
head , you can shear 20 sheep for one unit.

MOTOR

DRIVEN

SAW:

You can saw all your own fire wood, fence posts, etc.,
with the minimum of effort, if you have an electricallydriven saw. U5ing a standard 3 H .P. Motor, you can
drive a 12"-14" dia. saw for one hour's normal use for
one unit,

LICHTINC:
Your sight and your children's sight is a precious
heritage-guard
it well. Lighting consufuption is so
low that it is false economy to use bulb3 that are too
small . A 100 Watt bulb gives 10 hours' lighting for one
unit.

FLOOR WARMING:
Why suffer losses in pig rearing? Bonham mortaliiy is
cut 35%, and weight is increased 25% with electric
A free leaflet is available giving
floor warming .
complete , simple , installation instruction . A 6' x 3' slab
gives 7 hours' use for one unit.

SOIL WARMING:
For propagation benches and for earlier and heavier
crops , electric soil warming is the ideal solution from
the points of view of both good horticulture and low
cost. A 6' x 4' frame uses one unit per night.

CRAIN

DRYING :

With an electric grain drier you can be independent of
harvest weather . Users say it saves its own original
cost in the first season's running. Moisture is extracted
at the rate of one per cent. per cwt. of grain for one unit.

. FOOD COOKING :
For ease of control, economy and best results no other
fuel can compare with electricity for cooking feed for
animals. One cwt. is cooked for approximately 6 units,
i.e., 18 lbs. of hot food per unit.

RATES OF CHARGE IN RURAL AREAS
The charges for units of electricity used (in
addition to the two-monthly fixed charge)
are :
For the first 80 units per two -monthl y
period - 2.8 pence per unit.
For the next 280 units per two-monthly
period-1.3 pence per unit.
For the excess over 360 units per two monthly period - LO pence per unit .

POUL TRY & EGG PR ODUCTION
INCUBATI ON :
For positive and accurate control of heat, and for
circulation of fresh air, there is no better medium than
electricity. Consumption is approximately four eggs
hatched per unit

BROODINC:
Either in the hoover or by using the Infra-red lamp
electricity g=ves the best and most economical results.
one unit will rear. one ch!ck.

DAIRY
M ILKINC MACHINE:
An electric motor provides the quietest and mo-st
efficient drive for your milking machme. Existing units
can easily be adapted to u:;e electric power. It is also
exceedingly economical to run. One unit is sufficient to
milk twenty cows.

CH URN:
Home-made butter is popular if you can minimise the
work involved. Whatever type of churn you use, it
can be ddven by a small electric motor, with very low
running costs. One unit will churn one hundred lbs. of
butter.

SEPA RATOR:
Separating can be heavy work, but with the aid of
electric power, you can reduce this to the minimum.
Your existing machine can be adapted to electric drive.
One unit will separate 150 gals. of milk.

WA TER HEATINC:
For washing or scalding utensils, the electric storage
water heater provides scalding water at a turn of the
One
tap. There are sizes to suit e\ery requirement.
unit provides 3½gals. of scaldin1 water.

GENERAL

KITCHEN

USE

KETTLE:
For tea at any hour-early
or late-indeed,
for all
occasions where small quantities of boiling water are
required, the electric kettle is fast and convenient. It
provides 18 pints of boiling water for one unit.

IRON:
The electric iron costs little to purchase or to run, and
it can be plugged in at any time to suit your own
convenience. In the average household you can do
one week's ironing for one unit.

COOKER:
The electric cooker provides well controlled boiling,
simmering, grilling and roasting. There is no Qetter or
cheaper way of cooking food.
Consumption only
amounts to one unit per person per day.

WASH INC MACHINE :
The electric washing machine, complete with agitator
and motor-driven wringer, takes all the drudgery out
of the weekly washing. For the average household one
unit does 4 weeks' washing,

• VACUUM

CLEANER:

The electric vacuum cleaner cleans thoroughly without
raising dust. In millions of homes it has become almost
indispemable to the housewife. It is easy to use and
very economical. 6-8 hours' use for one unit.

RADIO:
A radio is now almost an essential in every home, in
providing news, instruction and entertainment for the
household.
The all-mains radio eliminates replacing and recharging
batteries. Depending on type you can get 12 to 25 hours'
use for one unit.

WATER

PUMP

ING

DOMESTIC: . .
One of the greatest advantages of electricity is that it
enables you to have an automatic water supply. With
water on tap, kitchen work is transformed, ancJ a modem
bathroom and lavatory become feasible. For a family
of six the average consumption of electricity for water
pumping is 3 to 4 days' supply for one unit.

CATTLE:
Make more profit on both your milch cows and beef
cattle by giving them plenty of fresh water to drink. · The
milch cows will give higher milk yield, and the beef
cattle will fatten quicker, if given adequate drinking
water. 01) the average, electricity used for pumping
amounts to one unit per cow for twenty-Jive days.

PICS:
Pigs too need water. There can be a
15% in fattening pigs if drinking water
able, particularly if it is slightly warmed
In general, the pumping requirements
one unit per four ~onth$ per pig.

saving of up to
i readily availin cold weather.
will amount to

POULTRY:
Many people seem to forget that laying hens DO need
water even though in relatively small quantities, but this
small quantity is most importa.nt, and their output in
eggs can be increased approximately 20 % if it is made
available. One unit will provide enough water for 100
hens for 100 days.

